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&sentially unstable wave modes (formation and development of ship’s wake, 
its boundaries and zones outside it), as well as the conditions of establishment 
of ship’s waves are investigated. Asymptotic analysis of the problem with 
respect to four characteristic parameters shows the existence of eleven zones 
in which solutions are qualitatively different. In eight of these zones solutions 
have qualitatively new asymptotic properties, while complete asymptotic 
expansions that take into account unstable contributions are derived in the three 
previously known zones. AU this makes it possible to define the formation, 
development, and onset of ship’s wakes on the fluid free surface at any instant 
of time. 

Previously similar unstable problems were restricted to the investigation of the 
region of the established ship’s wake and its boundary Cl, 21. More detailed investiga- 
tions of zones with different behavior of the free surface, but in the stabilized case of 
were described in [31. 

1. We consider the problem of motion of a perfect incompressible fluid of infin- 
ite depth, induced by the uniform andrectilineartranslation over the fluid free surface 
by the following system of normal stresses concentrated at a point: 

av 
Lgrad P, -x=-p div V = 0 

P =pot_pgL v,= g, 2 = 0 

{V ) p} = 0, z = -co; {V, P, 9) = 0, x2 + Y2 = 00 

v , 5, PO) = 0, t = 0; v = {V,, I/‘,, VA 

p. = lim * p-o zn [(z + UtJ2 + Y2 -t B”l-“, t > 0 

(1.1) 

where x, y, z are orthogonal Cartesian coordinates, V is the velocity vector, 5 
is the rise of the fluid free surface at instant of time t, P is the hydrodynamic press- 

ure, PO is the system of external normal stresses, and U the velocity of its mot- 
ion, P is the fluid density, and g the acceleration of gravity. 
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Applying to problem (1.1) the method of Laplace integral transformation with 
respect to t and the Fourier transformation with respect to J: and y, we obtain for 
the rise of the fluid free surface the integral representation 

p (0, Z) = -$ + iKR (z) cos (0 - y), 

R (z) = [(z - cos y)” + sinsy]‘/x 

K+, T+ (5+Ut=rcosy,y= rsiny) 

where r and y are coordinates of a point in the movable polar coordinate system 
connected to the stationary input system by the formulas appearing in parentheses. 

2. bet us analyze 5 in the region of the forward wave front (K T2 < const < 

00, T 6 const < oo) and also, for limited times near the perturbation source 

(KT < const < 00, T < const < W) , but excluding the coordinate origin. 
For this we expand in formula Cl. 2) the sine in series and integrate with respect to a. 
In the obtained expansion integrals of 8 are calculated using the theory of residues, 
Then, after passing to limit (B --+ O), we obtain 

5 
(_ 1)” t(2m + ‘)!!I* K2m-l@2m(T, y) 

(4m + I)!! 
m=o 

(2.1) 

T 

Q~~(T,~) = s ~4~+lR (q-2m-3dT 

0 

T < const < 00, KT2 < const< oo (KT< const< m) 

0 < yo < I Y It Yo = const 

We pass in QZm (T, y) to th e new variable of integration R (Re R > O), 
i.e. 

7 = cos y -+ 6, f/R2 - sins y, e1 = sign (T - cos Y) 

Using formulas 2.110 and 2.260 (21, and 2.265 and 2.271(4) [41 we obtain 

4m+1 

Qzm(T, y) = szo (4"s + ycos y)4m-s+lGz+z (2.2) 
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m 

I ;z+“+z = c BP (T - cos yy+1 
p30 (sin y)2 (P+l) [R ( T)12 (m-P)+1 

- (- cos y).+l} - 

B G m-k1 s-1 

(Sin y)” W+l) 
@#I) 

I0 
{ 

1, cosy<o 
2mt2 = &wuT)-2m-% 6= _-l 

, 
cosy>o 

B,,= ’ zrjz+ 

BP= (S--~)(s--2m+2). . .ts- h+2p-2) (_ l)p 
(2m+1)(2m-l)...(2m--22p+1) 

[(s-1)/21 
Gs_l = 3 qq (sin y)2Q {R (T) (T - cos yy-2Q-1 - 

Q=O 

(- cos ypq - ?a-1 (S > 1) 

rlo=f, rl* = fs - ‘s’:s”--2”:,~~~$-~~ + I) (_ 1)Q 

h = 0, s = 2~ + 1 (sl > 0); h = (2~2--$“! G-1, s = 2sl (sI > 0) 

G_,=InL; L=(l+cosy)/[I((T)+~T--osy(l 

0 < T < cos y (cos y < 0) 

L = (1 + cos y)[R (T) -I 1 T - cos y 1 I 1 sin y I-” 

0< cosy< T 

O<lYI<% (1) = v(v-i)...(v-SSf) v =I 

Sl 9 0 0 

In the case of 1 y ) -F a~, 
lex [sin y / (z - 

we expand the integrand in series in powers of the comp- 
cos y)J2 < 1, integrate with respect to 2, and obtain 

@2m (T, y) = Sgo (- msW 3’2) (sin Y)~%, d 
(2.3) 

x,,,, s = jj up (cos y)pT4m-p+l (T - cos y)-” - q, x = 2 (m + s + 1) 
p=o 

x-i 

q=(x+l)&o [C 4 (*_LJQ ---In ';&y] 
Q=O 

s<m- 1 (m>% 0=2(m-s-l) 

q = x-%, (cos y)“+l[(T - cos y)-” - I cos y I-xJ 
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s>m- 1 (m>O)to=4m 

: 

atI = 2m--2s-- 1 

Formulas (2,1)-(2.3) provide the solution of the problem for the forward front of 
waves and indicate the wave pattern near their surge except the half-line 
and the coordinate origin. 

Y = 0 

3, we shall now analyze the rise of the fluid free surface in the zones of basic 
perturbations (K --f CKI). Using formulas 3.937 II41 we integrate (1.2) with respect 
to 8 , and obtain 

We then substitute for kSel*s function its asymptotics and, taking into account 
formulas 9.243 (21, 9.253, 8.956, and 8.254 !A, for the estimate of the residue we 

The use of the Van der Korput neutralizer [S, 61 show that integral Vj (j = 0, 1) 
depends only on contributions of the integration interval end and on fixed points 
r,,, (m = 0, 1, 2) of the phase function u, (-c) of that interval where 

-P 
To = 0, zr,s = (3 cos y =F v’s CWP y - 8) j 2 

9’ (TJ = 0 (m = 0, 1, 2) 

y0 < 1 y 1 < y*, cm o* = 2 v’z f 3 
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Let us determine the contribution of the end point T to integrals VI (j = 0, 1). 
Assuming in the interval [O, T] the Van der Korput neutralizer 

then 

v(z)=l, ,“: --yv(z) = 0 (n = 1,2,. . .), o<zgq 

dm v(z) = 0 dsm (m = 0, 1, . ..), T--q<<z<T 

q<TG T-~-CR(T) 

Vj = xj+ (0) f xj (2’) (j = 0, 1) 

T--9 
Xj+ (0) = S Y(Z) $j (T) eiKQ@) dZ 

0 

Xj(T) = j,, -v (z)] ~#j (z) eiKQ(Q dz 
rl 

The contribution of point zO 

(3.2) 

x0+ (0) = 0 (K-Z), x1+ (0) = 0 (K-9 
(3.3) 

was shown in [7l to correspond to nonwave-form deformations of the free surface. To 
determine the contribution of point T we apply to the integral ~1 (T) Fourier’s 
method. we have 

xj (2’) = eiKQ(T) [R (I”)]-’ n.O d, (8, M) [KR (T)]+-1 + Rx 

o<yo<<~I, IKqW“)J-+m, K-i(R,/R&--const 

(3.4) 

d, (s, M) = I? (+--) B-l exp (in8 *) x 
n 

c 
( m + 1) amLm (S, M) 

m=o 

hap, M) = i. Qm (89 M) Cfl-Tn (m) 
II 

co (m) = aom, c, (m) = + 
0 c 

(km -n + k)akc,k(m), n> 1 

k=o 

Sz = min (m, S)., H = T/R(T), p = (cos y - T)/R (2’) 

ao= i aoa b, 
1 b, lljB ’ al=-Bb, 
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un+l b 
n-1 

4 
a, = - 

mB--n-/-m 
-- 

-+* &g Z-t n h&-m (4 - 

m=l 

where C,” (p,) are Gegenbauer’s polynomials, In this case (0 ( T ( zI 
T -+ z1 - 0, Kcp’ (T) -+ CQ) We Set iII (3.4) 6 = & = --1, and B = y: 

Formulas f3.2H3.4) determine the wave contribution to solution (3. I) be defining 
the wave development process up to the instant of time at which the ship’s wake has 
not yet appeared ( O< T < ‘GJ, while that process for the instants of time (~1 < 

T < 2,; T > z,), corresponding to the forming and formed ship’s wake and (~1 (T) 
-.+ 0, T --f =) for further development and establishment of phenomena outside the 
ship’s wake, 

Let us consider the formation of the system of longitudinal waves of the ship’s wake, 
In that case T + z1 - 0, so that Krp’ (T) --+ 0 if YO B 1 y f < yl- < y*. 

The methods of Fourier and of stationary phase in its conventional form are no longer 
applicable to the integral xi (T) of formulas 13.2) owing to Krp’ (T) -+ 0 and 

cp’ (T) =g= 0, rw=tiveQ. In this case by transforming the phase function a, (T> 
we separate the exponential term with its exponent tending to zero, and combine it 
with the amplitude function. This yields the new phase and amplitude functions 
cf, (z) and y, (T K) 

Q (-E) = cp (a) - (P (T)-~‘(T)(~ - T), @’ (T) = 0, B”(T) =#= 0 (3.5) 

The integral ‘Xr (T) now assumes the form 
T 

x+(T) = @q(T) s qr (z; K) eiK@@) O?T (j = 0, I) 

to which, on the strength of prope:ties (3.5) of function Q (@.)I we apply the 

method of the stationary phase used in C71. Denoting x;j (T) /T-6-s by 
Xi- tT) lT--z~, we obtain 

(3.6) 
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n 

&,i zzz c dm (S, M) r,_Jwt-l)‘2-j (T), 
9?l=O 

n r, = c [iKrp’ (T) R (VI” en_, @) 

F%! 
m=o 

where coefficients d?n (8, M), and c, (n) are defined in (3.4) where it is 
assumed that 6 = -1, & = 1, and B = 2 , Hence 

Yj = xj+ (0) + xj- (T) [T”Z, fi = 0, 1) (3.7) 

Formulas 13.31, (3.61, and (3.7) determine the wave contribution to soWon (3.1) 

by defining the process of generation of the system of longitudinal waves in the ship’s 
wake. 

The final stage of longitudinal wave formation in the ship’s wake is defined as 
follows zr < T ( z,, and T -+ z1 -+- 0 so that K’tp’ (T) -+ 0 whenK * CQ. 
We reduce vj (see (3.1)) to the form 

Vj = r,i + r,j (j = 0, 1) (3.8) 

12 = 7 qj (z) &WN &, 
0 

12 = i $j (z) eiKq(Q dz 

Evidently 10~ identical to Vj determined by formulas (3.7) if we set in the 
latter T = zl. It should be noted that the limit values xi- (T) in formulas 
(3.6) when T + r1 (we denote these by Xi’ (rr)) are known contributions of the 
stationary point z, (see formulas 4.5 in [7l), We have 

12 = Xj+ (0) + Xj- (z1) (i = 0, j> (3,91 

To separate the contributions of points rr, and T we apply the device of the Van 
der &put neutralizer to integrals I?j and, using the method stationary phase, as 
was done for T -+ zl - 0, obtain 

where X1+ (0) are determined by formulas (3.3) and coefficients hX bY 
(3.6) and (3.4) where it is assumed that 6 = -f, &, = 1, and B = 2. 

The above case relates to the development of the system of longitudinal waves in 
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the ship’s wake. 
Let q< T < ‘F,, then 

Vj = xj+ (0) + xi- (rr) + Xc(rl> + Xj (T) (i = 0, 1) (3.11) 

Yo < \?I < n-7 I fh' CT) I* 00 

where Xt+ (0) are determined by formulas (3.3) and Xi’ (rr) is the limit value 
of Xi* (T) IT-.T, (the latter are specified in (3.6) and (3. lo), while XI (Tj 
were determined earlier (see (3.4)) where 6 = 1, 6, = -1, and B = 1. 

Formula (3.11) determines the wave contribution in the solution (3.1) at the instant 
of time, when the system of longitudinal waves has been already established while the 
system of transverse waves has not yet emerged. 

If T -+ 78 f 0, andKq’(T) * Otthe solution is derived similary to that in the 
case of T-+qf 0. we have 

Vj = xi+ (0) + xi’ (rr) I- xi+ (~1) + XI- (T) 1~4%~ (j = 0, 1) (3.12) 

to B I Y 1 B YI-, Jb’ (T) * 0 

vj = Xj+ (0) + Xj- (Tl) + Xj+ (zi) + Xj- (z2) + I$+ (z2) - (3.13) 
xj+ (T) (T+ (i = 0, 1) 

XP (T) I *AT* = eiKqtT) nfo (-4: l)n h,jK-(nfl)/2 + R, 

O<Y~<~(Y~\(YI-<Y~~ K$(T)--+O, K-+= 

K-j I R,/Rg ( - const 

(A&+, 1 K-N/z-j-l~IRL 1 <~~Ni~~-(~+1)12-j 

Xj" (IT,,) = lim Xj* (T) IT-z, (m = 1,2) 

where coefficients &l’ are defined in (3.6) for 6 = 6i = 1, and B=2. 
Formulas (3.13) and (3.12) defined the formation and development of the system 

of transverse waves in the ship’s wake. 
When T > ‘6, including T -+ 00, we have 

Vj = xj+ (0) + xj- tT1) + Xi+ 

tj = 0, 1) 
(q) -t xj- (r*) + x1+ @a) + XI (T) (3.14) 

Krp’(T)I+oc~ K-too 

where XJ (T) is determined as before (for 0 < T < ZJ by formulas (3.4) where 
S = I, 6, = --1, and B = 1. 

In (3.14) the values of v”j correspond to the formed systems of longitudinal and 
transverse waves and define their subsequent development and establishment (Xj 
(T) --f 0 when T * m). 
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4. kt us derive the asymptotic expansion of integrals V, (j = 0, 1) determined 
by formulas (3.1) near the boundary of the ship’s wake (I y 1 --f y*). In the indicated 
zone a me er of two stationary points of the phase function of integrals Vj (lim 7, 
= r*, IIL*(m=W)) takes place in the approach along internal 

pa~ofregion~0BI~l=O, that corresponds to the ship’s wake. A numerical 
analysis of stabilized problem carried out by Hogner appears in [31. The theory of 
Euler’s functions was used in C8l for the asymptotic analysis of integrals in connection 
with an investigation of the conversion of single stationary points to double points. 
Further increase of the multiplicity of stationary points would necessitate the introduc- 
tion of new special functions of Airy’s type C21. 

The proposed here scheme makes possible the expansion of integrals by the method 
of stationary phase without recourse to substantial additional investigation not only 
in the case of increased multiplicity of internal stationary points but, also, in the case 
of appearance of stationarity in integration intervals, in particular when the limit of 
integration tends to a stationary point (single, multiple, and merging stationary points). 

Let us investigate the process of formation of the ship’s wake region boundary. 
Let T--M,--0 be such that K {cp’ (T), cp” (T)} + 0, K -+ 00. 

We transform the integrals xi (0 defined by formulas (3.21, construct new 
phase CD (z) and amplitude Yj (T; K) functions of the form 

@(zj=cp(T)+cp’(T)(z-T)+~(~-T)2-(p(t) 

0’ (T) = W’ (T) = 0, 0”’ (2”) +‘O 

Yj (T.; K) = (I - v (t)) $j (7) exp { iK [$ (T) (t - T) + 

q (T - T)2]} 

and obtain 
T 

%CT)l 
T+Ts_O = eiKP(T) 

.! 
' Yj(Z; K)eiKcb(') df (i = 0,1) (4.1) 

71 

Owing to the properties of the phase and amplitude functions of ,integral(4.1>, we 
can apply to it the method of stationary phase, We substitute the variables 

Es= CD(r), Reg>O; r = T + R (T) ; u>,,Em+l 
VZ=” 

Further application of the method of stationary phase C71 to integrals (4.1) makes 
possible to represent their asymptotic expansions as 

x0- (T) IF:-+ = eiKvcT) m$O J,noK-(n+l)/3 -j- O(K-",'a) 

XI- V’) I T_r, = &K@(T) h,‘K-‘/a $- 0 (K-*/3) 

(4.2) 

Irl-,v*,K{~‘(T),cp”(T)}-,O, K-+oo, T-+z,--0 

h,,j = i d,(S, M) r,+,,,R(T)++l)i2-j (j = 0, 1) 
Wk.=0 
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%n+,; = 
n [ikp,” (7’)ln-k likrp'(T) R (T)12”+* c h-=o Znok (‘I - Ii)! (Zk “- Z!)! (u :: 0, I) 

where the coefficients cn (m) and& (S, M)for 6 = 6, = --2, and B = 3 
are determined in (3.4). 

Taking into account formulas (3.21, (3.3), and (4.2) we obtain 

' = Xj 

I”; I -+ Y*1 

(0) + xj- (T)IT-+?,+ (i = 09 $) (4.3) 

K {cp’ (T), (P” v?) -+ 0, K -+ oa 

The asymptotic expansions (4.3) define the process of formation of the ship’s wake 
boundary. 

Let us consider the case of 1 Y I + YW and T -+ Z, i- 0 that corresponds to 
the developm~t of the ship’s wake boundary. The integrals 313 fT) in (3.21 
are treated sirr&larly to those in the case of 2’ -+ z, $ 0. With allowance for (3.2) 
and (3.3) we obtain for Vj asymptotics of the form 

fij z ~j+fQ)+ xj-(r*)+ xj+(t*)- Xj+(T)(TdT+ (i = O7 I) (4‘41 

where the coefficients &? 1~ +T,+o are determined in (4.2) for 6 = -1, 6 = 1, 
and B = 3, 

Formulas (4.4) define the development process of the ship’s wake boundaries. 
Asymptotic expansions (4.3) and (4.4) are the same when T = 2,. 

Asymptotics of integrals Vj (1 = 0, l)+ are similarly derived when T > z*, 
and [ p( 1 + ye so that K {cp’ (a,), and cp”fz*)) -+ o,w~en K --f OQ, which corres- 

ponds to the established ship’s wake and includes the process of its establishment. We 
have 

Vj rzz Xj+ (0) i- Xj- fa*) 4". X;i+ fz*) + Xj PI 0 = O, 4J 
(4.5) 

where Xi+ CO), and Xj (T) are the known contributions of the end points of the 
integration interval (3.3) and (3.4), and functions Xi* @*> are determined by 
formulas (4.2) and (4.4) for 2‘ = z,. 

5. The complete wave pattern determined by VJ (j = 0, 1) is superposed 

on the free surface deflection that is defined by the integral in formula (3.1). When 

O-aYk= the substitution E = (z - cos y) / { sin y 1 reduces integral k’, 
to elliptic integrals (3.18$5(5) E43? 
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61= -1, &=1, cosy>O, T<cosy 
61= 1, 62 = 1, cosy>O, T>cosy 

Let 1 y 1 -+ 3t. We represent I? {i) as follows: 

B (T) = (z - cos y)(l + E)‘/*, 8 = fsin y f (z - Cos y)]” 

(5.1) 

Expanding the integrand in series for E< 1, and integrating we obtain 

v, = & c,, (sin y)2’ 11 cos 17 f++‘/* - (T - CQS*~)-~~-“~~ (5.2) 

& = (_ j)” ~.~~~~~(~~~~) ,21-w 

M-f% +<l?l<+n 

Deflection of the fluid free surface is determined by formulas (5.1) and (5.2) in- 
cluding its development and ~tab~hment. 

It should be noted that the principal terms of the asymptotics of solution outside 
the ship’s wake region are the same as in earlier solutions Cll, A similar agreement 
between principal terms of asymptotic formulas for the systems of longitudinal and 
transverse W~Y~S and, also, for the ship’s wakeboundaries is observed in the stabilized 
case L3.71. 

The author thanks E. NI Pote~unko for his interest in this work and discussion of 
results and, also, the Reviewer for useful remarks. 
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